
ARES 2019 SET 

Suggested Health and Welfare Messages 

 

Message Headers: 

1. Messages should be addressed to an Internet email destination; after action review 

will verify the message entered Internet via a mainland gateway. 

2. Messages can have both the addressee’s email address as well as the Internet email 

address of the person originating the message (whether by voice or Winlink) 

3. For the SET do not add Winlink.org addressees; minimize use of valuable HF 

bandwidth. 

 

Suggested Message Text: 

__________________________________________________________________ 

THIS IS A TEST MESSAGE SENT DURING SIMULATED EMERGENCY 

PRACTICE 

 

Dear (family member or friend) 

 

This message is being sent via the Amateur Radio Winlink email system as part of a 

practice exercise simulating an emergency during which there would be no internet 

service within the Hawaiian Islands.  We are testing amateur radio’s effectiveness in 

message handling as well as demonstrating its contribution to the community.   

 

All is well.  (here add any additional personal message)  

 

Best Regards, 

 

(Signature) 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

Message Origins: 

1. Voice messages taken by a hub station can be transcribed to a mail form in their 

Winlink express program and sent to a participating HF gateway. 

2. FLDIGI messages taken by a hub station can be attached to a mail form in their 

Winlink express program and sent to a participating HF gateway. Use only text 

attachments.  DO NOT USE PDFs OR OTHER LARGE ATTACHMENTS. 

3. Email sent by packet or VARA FM to a hub station on the same gateway used by 

the hub station, can be forwarded by the hub to a participating HF gateway.  Note 

local VHF gateways can receive and hold messages as a local server for stations in 

line of sight and act as a local mail server when Internet access is unavailable. 

 

 



Routing: 

The exercise assumes participating hub stations have HF capability or made arrangements 

with other HF stations to accept their traffic. 

 

Either of three options can be used by originating stations or hubs to deliver mail via 

participating Winlink HF gateways.  Use gateways in the following order: 

 

1. Directly to any mainland gateway on 20 ore 30 meters. 

2. Via any participating Hawaii gateway – KH6NS, KH6SF, KH7HI, NH6NN, 

WH6FG  - by HF or VHF using any frequency that has propagation.  Minimize use 

of 40m, if possible. Note these gateways will be configured to simulate loss of 

Internet access but may be able to forward messages on the best available frequency 

to a participating gateway. 

3. The KH6YY gateway on 40M will automatically forward messages to a mainland 

gateway that has access to Internet. 

4. There are three Hawaii Gateways not participating in the SET – KH6SP, KH6UL 

and WH6FQE.  Do not use these gateways during the SET because they will not 

simulate the loss of Internet during the event. 

 

Propagation: 

Normally during an extended emergency, propagation conditions on some band would 

allow traffic to be passed. The Health and Welfare portion of the SET runs from 1400 to 

1700 HST, Oct 5th, 2019. 

 

During the SET KH6YY will listen on 40M for traffic using Winmor, ARDOP, VARA 

and PACTOR and forward it on 20M to mainland stations..  

 

It is hoped the use of high gain antennas will provide useful communications during the 

SET.  If propagation is marginal, KH6YY could possibly extend operating hours.  

Recognizing that others have taken the time to originate messages, stations or hubs 

holding traffic could consider delivering it to participating HF gateways as soon as 

possible even after the official end of the SET. 

 

Evan (WH6ECG) has provided frequent reports on access to 40M HF gateways and 

advises successful sessions with N5TW Georgetown TX, KL7EDK Fairbanks AK, 

K7RHT Ellensburg WA, K7NHV Vashon Island WA, KE7XO Las Vegas NV and 

K7HTZ Olympia WA. Use the Winlink Express propagation prediction to find the best 

gateways and frequencies from your location. 


